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ABSTRACT

S elf-stab ilizin g N etw ork O rien ta tio n A lg o rith m s
in A rbitrary R o o te d N etw orks

by

Shivashankar G unim urthy

Dr. Ajoy Kum ar D atta, E xam ination Committee C hair
Professor of C om puter Science
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Network orientation is the problem of assigning different labels to the edges at each
processor, in a globally consistent manner. A self-stabihzing protocol guarantees th at
the system will arrive at a legitimate state in finite time, irrespective of the initial
state of the system . Two deterministic distributed network orientation protocols on
arbitrary rooted, asynchronous networks are proposed in this work. Both protocols
set up a chordal sense of direction in the netw ork. The protocols are self-stabilizing,
meaning th a t startin g from an arbitrary state, th e protocols are guaranteed to reach
a state in which every processor has a valid node label and every link has a vahd edge
label. The first protocol assumes an underlying depth-first token circulation protocol;
it orients the network as the token is passed am ong the nodes and stabilizes in

0

(n)

steps after the token circulation stabilizes, where n is the number of processors in the
network. The second protocol is designed on an underlying spanning tree protocol
iii
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and stabilizes in 0 {h ) tim e, after the spanning tree is constructed, where h is the
height of the spanning tree. Although the second protocol assumes the existence of
a spanning tree of the rooted network, it orients ail edges—b o th tree and non-tree
edges—of the network.

IV
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CHAPTER 1

INTROD UCTIO N
1.1

D istributed System

A distributed system consists of a collection of autonomous com puters linked by a
computer netw ork and equipped w ith distributed system software. D istributed system
software enables computers to coordinate their activities and to share the resources
of the system - hardware, software, and data.

Users of well-designed distributed

systems should perceive a single, integrated com puting facility even though it may
be implemented by many computers in different locations.
The key characteristics of a distributed system are: support for resource shar
ing, openness, concurrency, scalability, fault-tolerance and transparency. Resource
sharing denotes the multiple access or usage of components such as disks, printers,
files, databases and other data objects. Openness of a distributed system determines
the adaptability of the system to m odular extensions. When several processes exist
in a single com puter, we say th a t th ey are executed concurrently. Scalability of a
distributed system denotes the efficiency of the software under increased load. Trans
parency is defined as the concealment from the user, the separation of the individual
components in th e system, so th at it is perceived as one whole unit rath er than a
collection of components. Fmally, fault-tolerance is defined as the abihty of the dis
tributed system to recover from faults. We discuss this last point in detail, in the
following section.
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1.2

Fault Tolerance

Design of fault tolerant system is based on two approaches, both of which must be
deployed to handle each fault: hardw are redundancy - use of redundant components,
software recovery - the design of program s to recover from faults.
To produce systems th a t are tolerant to hardware failures, two interconnected
computers are often employed for a single application, one of them acting as a standby
machine for the other. This is a costly solution. Allocation of redundant hardware
required for fault-tolerance can be designed such th a t hardware is exploited for noncritical activities when no faults are present. By such techniques, tolerance to some
types of hardware faults can be provided in a distributed system at a relatively low
cost.
Software recovery involves designing of software, such th at the sta te of the perm a
nent d ata can be recovered or ’roUed-back’. when a fault is detected. Many software
mechanisms have been devised th at enables files and other persistent data to be
restored to the state they were in before the failed program began its execution.
One of the most inclusive and unified approaches to fault-tolerance distributed
system design is Self-stabilization. A self-stabilizing system guarantees th a t regardless
of the current state, the system recovers to a legal configuration in a finite num ber
of steps, and remains in a legal state until another fault occurs. T here are m any
advantages in designing such a self-stabihzing system. No startup or initiahzation
procedures are necessary since the system converges to legal state from any arbitrary
state. A fault occurriug at a process m ay cause a illegal global state, b u t the system
wiU detect such a state, and correct itself in finite time. The abhity of the system to
detect errors and correct itself without external intervention makes a self-stabilizing
system more refiable and more powerful th an non-stabihzing systems.
Self-stabilization is defined as an exercise for achieving global convergence through
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local actions. It is an easy and com plete model for fault-tolerance. Every processor
participates in the algorithm and executes only according to its local code under all
situations. Other models may allow for a subset of processors to fail with correctness
only guaranteed for th e non-faulty processors. In self-stabüization aU processors can
sta rt at faulty local sta te before converging to a global legal state.
Self-stabilization and its im pact on distributed systems has been studied in detail
since its conception by D ijkstra [11 ]. Common approach in this area has been focussed
on various aspects such as models of self-stabihzation, m ethods for developing selfstabilizing systems, hm itations and costs of self-stabilization, and proof techniques.
Many distributed algorithm s have been modified to include self-stabiHzation, like
m utual exclusion, leader election, netw ork message passing protocols and routing
protocols, and various graph algorithm s.
Several token-passing m utual exclusion algorithms on different topologies have
been proposed. [4, 7, 11, 17, 13] for ring; [5, 15, 26] for hnear array of proces
sors. Huang and Chen [18] present a token circulation protocol for network in nondeterministic DFS order and Dolev, Israeli and Moran [1 2 ] give a m utual exclusion
algorithm on a tree network. D a tta et al. [10] present a self-stabihzing token-passing
protocol on a rooted network, which has an extremely smah sta te requirement.
A part from this, other distributed algorithms such as spanning tree construction
[1 , 3,

8,

12, 16], PIF on tree networks, and shortest paths problem in a graph have

been self-stabilized.
1.3

Network Orientation

The network orientation problem concerns the assignment of different labels or
directions to the edges of each processor, in a globally consistent manner. The choice
of labehng function varies with the application and the graph topology on hand. The
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label of an edge indicates which direction in the network this edge leads to. The
labels can be used in m any apphcations, such as routing and traversal in networks.
Every node assigns a unique label to each of its incident edge.
Various classes of labeling schemes have been proposed.

A cartographic edge

labeling uses properties of an embedding of the graph in a plane. Coordinate labeling,
an instance of the cartographic edge labeling class, is one which labels the edge
< u .v > aX u by the relative coordinates of v from u. In a chordal labehng, a cycUc
ordering of the nodes is fixed and each incident hnk in a node is labeled by the distance
of th e connecting node in the above cycle. Note th a t in a chordal labeling, the edge
is labeled as an integer value and its inverse modulo N , by the nodes a t either end
of th e edge. In a neighboring labehng scheme, ah edges ending in the sam e node are
labeled with the same label at the connecting nodes.
A labehng of a network is said to be in Local O rientation if it is an injective
function.

A labehng is said to have Edge S y m m e tr y , if knowledge of the label

on one side aUows to derive the label on th e other side if the edge. A labehng is a
Locally S y m m e tric O rientation when it in Local O rientation with E dge S y m m e try.
Any node which labels its edges consistently has a much clearer local view of
the network. Such information could be used in various apphcations such as routing
and message passing protocols. Another very im portant fact is th at the assignments
of labels to edges have a dram atic effect on the communication complexity [21, 25].
Though many papers have assumed a network orientation as an underlying protocol
and have come up with b etter algorithm complexities, setting up the node and edge
labels in the network have not been dealt w ith clearly.
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1.4

Related Work

It was dem onstrated by Santoro [2 1 ] th at the availabihty of an orientation de
creases the message complexity of im portant com putations of several topologies.
Many subsequent papers have assumed oriented networks in order to reduce the al
gorithm complexity. Surprisingly, there are very few papers th a t have addressed the
question how orientations can be com puted in networks where no orientation is avail
able. Korfhage and Gafiii [20] have presented an algorithm to orient directed tori. The
orientation problem for tori was also studied by Syrotiuk et al. [22]. There has also
been considerable interest in the problem of orienting a ring network [19, 23, 9]. [24]
is a recent m ajor work in this area, which studies orientation of chques, hy-percubes.
and tori in b o th anonymous and non-anonymous networks.
Another related area of research is the Sense Of Direction (SoD ), which allows
processors to com m unicate efficiently, by exploiting the topological properties of the
network algorithmically. [14] provides a formal definition of SoD , and gives a rela
tionship among three factors: the labeling, the topological structure, and the local
view that an entity has of the system. [25] shows how election problem on rings,
hypercubes, an d chques can be solved more efficiently in presence of the SoD.
1.5

Contributions

In this paper we propose the first self-stabihzing protocols for orienting an arbi
trary rooted network. We present two protocols which are self-stabihzing, and assign
names and edge labels a t the nodes in the network. In th e first protocol, called
D F T N O , a token is used to assign a nam e to a node as it passes through the net
work. We assum e an underlying depth-first token circulation protocol maintained on
an arbitrary network, for our implementation. Huang and Chen [18] have presented a
token circulation protocol for a connected arbitrary network using a non-deterministic
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depth-first-seaxch order. Dolev, Israeli, Moran [12] gave a m utual exclusion protocol
on a tree network. In a more recent work [10], D atta, et. al., proposed a self-stabilizing
depth-first token passing protocol in a connected arbitrary graph. This protocol has
b etter space complexity than the previous algorithms. In this work, the protocol of
[10] is used as an underlying protocol m aintaining the token circulation. This protocol
does not require an underlying tree to be maintained for the token circulation.
A single token is maintained and circulated in the network iu a deterministic
depth-first search order. The node holding the token has the privilege of naming
itself with a unique name. The idea is to prevent two nodes in the network from
assigning dupUcate names. A token which acts as a counter while traversing the
network accomplishes this task of unique node labehng.
In the second protocol, called S T N O , we assume th a t an underlying protocol
maintains a spanning tree of the rooted network. The protocol S T N O runs on the
spanning tree, but assigns labels to all edges of the network. T here exist many selfstabilizing spanning tree construction algorithms (e.g.,[l. 2.

8,

12]). Any of these can

be used as the underlying protocol.
A spanning tree algorithm classifies the network nodes as root, leaf and internal
nodes. T he leaf node initiates the round by calculating its weight. Every internal node
and the root use the weight value of all its child nodes to com pute its weight. The
root then initiates a labehng phase in which each node gets a nam e from its parent in
the spanning tree, and assigns nam es to its children based on their respective weight
values.
Both algorithm s presented in this work have the same space complexity of 0 ( A x
log N ), but the S T N O requires 0 ( A x log A) more bits to m aintain the spanning tree.
The D F T N O requires only 0(lo g A ) more bits for the underlying token circulation.
The rem ainder of the docum entation is organized as foUows: C hapter 2 discusses
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th e preliminary model of the system used in this work, along with some im portant
definitions.

C hapter 3 presents the proposed D F T N O algorithm along with the

proof of correctness. C hapter 4 presents the proposed S T N O algorithm along with
th e proof of correctness. Finally, conclusions and some future research directions are
discussed in C hapter 5.
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CH A PTER 2

PRELIM INARIES
In this chapter, we define the distributed system s and program s considered in this
work, and sta te w hat it means for a protocol to be self-stabilizing. We th en define
th e problem of network orientation in arbitrary rooted networks.
2 .1

Self-Stabilizing System
2 . 1.1

System

A distributed system is an undirected connected graph. S = {V ,E ), where V is
a set of processors (|V | = N , N is the upper bound of the number of processors
in the network) and E is the set of bidirectional communication links. We consider
networks which are asynchronotis and rooted, i.e., aU processors, except the root are
anonymous. We denote the root processor by r. A communication link {p, q) exists
iff p and q are neighbors. We denote the set of incident edges on a processor p as Ep,
and the edge connecting processor p with q as Ep^q. Each processor p m aintains its set
of neighbors, denoted as Ap. We assume th at Mp is a constant and is m aintained by
an underlying protocol. The degree of p is denoted by Ap and is equal to |Ap|. The
ancestor of processor p (p j^ r ) is denoted by Ap and is m aintained by the underlying
protocol (the depth-first token passing protocol in the D F T N O algorithm and the
spanning tree protocol in the S T N O algorithm).

8
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2.1.2

Progreims

The program consists of a set of shared variables (henceforth referred to as vari
ables) and a finite set of actions. A processor can only write to its own variables and
can only read its own variables and variables owned by the neighboring processors.
So, the variables of p can be accessed by p and its neighbors.
Each action is uniquely identified by a label and is of the following form:
< label >:: < guard > — > < sta tem en t >
The guard of an action in the program of p is a boolean expression involving the
variables of p and its neighbors. The statem ent of an action of p updates zero or
more variables of p. An action can be executed only if its guard evaluates to true.
We assume th a t th e actions are atomically executed: the evaluation of a guard and
the execution of th e corresponding statem ent of an action, if executed, are done in
one atomic step. T he atom ic execution of an action of p is called a step of p.
The state of a processor is defined by the values of its variables. The state of a
system is a product of the states of all processors (E V ). In the sequel, we refer to
the state of a processor and system as a {local) state and configuration, respectively.
Let a distributed protocol P be a collection of binary transition relations denoted by
1-4-, on C, the set of all possible configurations of the system. A computation of a
protocol P is a m axim al sequence of configurations e =

( 7 0 , 7 1 , . . . , 7 j , 7 i + i , ...),

such

th at for i > 0 , 7 i 1-4 - 71+1 (a single computation step) if 7 t+i exists, or 7 , is a terminal
configuration. M axim ality means th a t the sequence is either infinite, or it is finite
and no action of P is enabled in the final configuration. All com putations considered
in this paper are assumed to be maximal. During a com putation step, one or more
processors execute a step and a processor may take at most one step. T his execution
model is known as th e distributed daemon [6 ]. We use the notation Enable (A,p, 7 )
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10
to indicate th a t the guard of the action A is true at processor p in the configuration
7

. A processor p is said to be enabled at

7 (7 6

C) if there exists an action A such

th a t Enable {A, p.'y). We assume a weakly fa ir daemon, meaning th a t if a processor
p is continuously enabled, then p will be eventually chosen by the daem on to execute
an action.
The set of computations of a protocol P in system S starting w ith a particular
configuration q € C is denoted by E^. The set of all possible com putations of P in
system S is denoted as E. A configuration (3 is reachable from a , denoted as a ^
if there exists a computation e = (7 0 , 7 1 , . . . , 7 i , 7 £+i,...) E Pa (a =

70)

such that

> 0 ).

/? =

2.1.3

Predicates

Let X be a set. x h P means th a t an element x G X satisfies the predicate P
defined on the set X . A predicate is non-empty if there exists at least one element
th a t satisfies the predicate. We define a special predicate true as follows: for any
X G

X,

X h

true.
2.1.4

Self-Stabilization

We use the following term, attractor in the definition of self-stabilization.
D efi.nition 2.1.1 (A ttr a c to r) L e tX and Y be two predicates o f a protocol P defined
on C o f system S . Y is an attractor fo r X i f and only if the following condition is
true:
Vn h X : Ve € Ea : e = (7 0 , 7 i , —) ::

>

0 ,Vj

> %,7 j h Y .

We denote this

relation as X > Y .
D e fin itio n

2 .1 .2

(S e lf-stab iliz atio n ) The protocol P is self-stabilizing fo r the spec

ification SP p on E iff there exists a predicate L p (called the legitimacy predicate)
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defined on C such that the following conditions hold:
1. Va h L p : Ve G

:: e h S P p (correctness).

2. true> L p (closure and convergence).
2.2

Chordal Sense of D irection

Both protocols discussed in th is paper set up a chordal sense of direction in the
un-oriented netw ork. We use a form al definition for th e chordal sense of direction as
given in [14]. A chordal sense of direction in a connected undirected graph S = (V .E ).
with \V\ = N , is defined by fixing a cyclic ordering of the nodes and labeling each
link by the distance in the above cycle.
Let ijj : V — ^ y be a successor function defining a cyclic ordering of the nodes of
S and let

f o r k > 0. Let 6 : V x V — y { 0 , . . . , A — 1} be the

corresponding distance function, i.e., S{p,q) is the sm allest k such th a t ip^(p) = q.
The labeling tt is a chordal labeling iff, V(p, g) G Pp

7Tp(p, q) = 6(p.q).

Note th a t ^ is the function defining the cyclic ordering of the nodes, and the
different chordal labeling functions arise from different tps. Further note th at, if the
link between p and q is labeled by d at node p, it is labeled by N — d at node q. In
other words, th e edge label at

p

is the inverse modulo N of the edge label at q. It

is assumed th a t each node is aware of the total num ber of nodes th a t constitute the
network. Also note th at, in order to avoid ambiguity, the edge labels assigned locally
should be unique.
2.3

Specification of the Network O rientation Protocol

A labeling of the network is a n assignment in every node of different labels from
the set 1 , . . . , W — 1 to the edges incident to th at node. A n orientation of the network
is a labeling, for which each node p can be assigned a unique nam e rjp from the set
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Figure 2.2.1: Chordal sense of direction.
0 , 1 , . . . , A'’— 1, such th a t the edge connecting node p to node q is labeled {rjp—
Pq) mod N at node p. Since the node labels are unique, the edge labels computed
as above are also locally unique, as both rjp and N are constants, and % is already
unique. The real problem hence, is to ensure th a t the node labels assigned to each
node in the network are globally unique. T he specific solution o f this problem may
vary, but once th e unique node labels are set up, the edge labels can be computed by
the respective nodes in a globally consistent m anner.
We define a specification, S'Pvo for the Network orientation problem (N O ). We
consider a com putation e of the network orientation problem. N O , to satisfy the
specification, S P n o -, if the following conditions are true:
(5 P l) Every node in the network has a unique name Pp in th e range 0 , . . . , V —1.
(5P2) Vp G y : V/ G Ep^q :: Tîp[l] — {pp — Pq) m od N .
Note th a t 5 P 1 (the unique nam ing of nodes) guarantees th a t the edge labels
assigned satisfyring S P 2 are locally oriented, i.e., will be unique locally at the node.
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CHAPTER 3

NETW ORK ORIENTATION USING DEPTH-FIRST TO K EN PASSING
In this section, we propose a self-stabilizing network orientation algorithm using
depth-first token circulation protocol. We first present the d a ta structure used by
th e algorithm, followed by the algorithm D F T N O . We then explain the protocol for
setting up the orientation in the network. Finally, we present th e correctness proof
for D F T N O algorithm. We assume th a t th e self-stabüizing depth-first token circula
tion protocol of [10] m aintains a single token circulating in a determ inistic depth-first
order.
3.1

Algorithm D F T N O

The algorithm depends on an underlying token circulation algorithm . The network
is assumed to have exactly one token which is passed from one node to another in a
DFS order. No node gets the token more th a n once during a round. Also, according
to the fairness property, every node has to get the token exactly once during a single
round of token circulation. It is assumed th a t there is no deadlock in the network,
an d a node receiving a token, releases it to another node in finite time.
The circulating token is used as a counter which is incremented every tim e the
token is passed on to an unvisited node. Every node that gets the token, is assigned a
nam e by the token counter, in this case, a num ber denoting the position of the node
in DFS tree of the netw ork th at the token traverses. The sequence of events from the

13
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time the token is generated by th e root node, to the tim e when the root node cannot
pass on the token to any other node, constitutes a round of token circulation. Thus
in a round, th e token passes from node to node, until it has visited every node in the
network exactly once. At the end of the round, the value of the node is clearly the
total num ber of nodes in the system . We use this fact to prove the correctness of our
protocol. Having stated the algorithm informally, we now get down to the specific
details of the algorithm.
We denote the descendant relationship of a processor by a variable Dp {Dp €
Np U J_). Every processor p has a variable Pp (where % G 0---- , iV — 1) which main
tains the label of the node corresponding to processor p. Another variable 7Tp (where
VZ G Ep^q :: 7Tp[Z] = Pp — Pq m od N ) holds the edge labels for every incident hnk
on processor p. Every node m aintains a variable M a x which contains the maximum
node name th a t the node is aware of.

A lg o rith m 3 .1 .1 {D F T N O ) Network O rientation using Depth-First Token Circu
lation;_______________________________________________________________________
Macro
UpdateMaXp
Nodelabel„
Edgelabelp

= {Maxp := M a x o p }
= f ’ ■>’=
•
1 ?7p := M a x A p + 1: M a x p := pp o th e r w is e
= {VZ G Ep,, : 7Tp[Z] ^ pp —pq mod N :: 7Tp[Z] := pp —pq mod N }

Predicate
InvalidEdgelabel{p) = {3Z G Ep^q : 7Tp[Z] ^ Pp —Pq mod N )

Actions
~ Forward{p)A ~ Backtrack{p)

Forward{p) — y Nodelabelp
Backtrack{p) — > UpdateMaXp
A InvalidEdgelabel{p) — y Edgelabelp

Algorithm D F T N O is shown as Algorithm 3.1.1. The macro Nodelabelp is used
to name the node after consulting the parent for the current maximum node value.
The edge labehng is done only when the node does not have a token and at least one
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of th e edge labels is inconsistent. The m acro Edgelabelp corrects those edge labels
th a t have been found to be incorrect.
A node is said to hold a token if the following predicate holds:
T oken{p) = Forward(p) V Backtrack(p)
F orw ardip) is enabled at processor p, when it receives a token for the first tim e
from its parent Ap. On the other hand, Backtrack{p) is enabled each time the token
is backtracked to processor p from its descendant Dp. For a more detailed description
of F orw ardfp) and Backtrack{p), refer to [10].
3.1.1

Node Labeling

T h e depth-first token circulation protocol guarantees th a t every node, during a
single round, wül have its Forward{p) enabled exactly once, i.e.. it wiU have the token
a t least once. W hen a node has a token for the first time, it assigns the next lowest
available nam e, as its node label, after consulting its parent. T he node then passes
the token to the next node (descendant), if any. Otherwise, it backtracks the token
to its parent along with the current maximum value. The process of node labeling is
shown in Figure 3.1.1.
Consider the example in Figure 3.1.1. In Step (ii), the root generates the token,
nam es itself as node 0, and notes the current max value as 0. In Step (iü), node b
gets th e token and names itself as 1 (i.e., maXa^ + 1). In Step (iv), node d gets the
token, nam es itself 2, and sets its max value to 2. In step (v), node c is named 3 and
i t ’s m ax value is set to 3. In step (vi) the token is backtracked to d along with th e
inform ation th a t the max value is now 3. So d sets its m ax value to 3 too. In Step
(vii), th e node b has m a x := 3 and backtracks the token and m ax to the root r. In
step(ix) th e root forwards the token to node a, which names itself 4 i.e. m axa^+ l.
In Step (x) the token is backtracked to the root, which now prepares to initiate the
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(x)
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Figure 3.1.1: Node Labeling,
next round of token circulation.
3.1.2

Assigning edge labels at each processor

Once the node names have been assigned, each node shares its name with its
neighbors to enable the edge labeling process. Starting from an arb itrary state where
th e nodes and edges are labeled arbitrarily, by the time the token completes one full
round in the network, both the node labels and edge labels get properly assigned and
th e network becomes oriented. Every tim e a node holds the token, it is assigned a
legitim ate nam e which is consistent w ith the global state of the system. Once the node
labels are correct, the edge labels are corrected to complete the network orientation.
3.2

Correctness of the Network Orientation Protocol D F T N O

As mentioned before, the D F T N O algorithm is written on top of the depth-first
token circulation protocol of [10]. We assume th a t the legitimacy predicate for the
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protocol of [10] is denoted by L rc- We define the legitim acy predicates,

and

L.vo for the node labeling and edge labeling phase, respectively, as follows:
—

L no

Txc

=

A

SPl

a SP"!

3.2.1 Correctness of the Node N am ing Phase
Every processor, on receiving the Forward token, assigns a name to itself. We
can visualize the token as a counter, which is increm ented by one every tim e it is
passed from one node to another. The name of the node is assigned as th e lowest
available value as indicated by the token.
L e m m a 3.2.1 A t the end o f node naming phase, every node has a unique rj 6
( 0 .......... N - - 1 ) .

Proof:

T he proof follows from the macro NodeLabel and the fact th a t there is

exactly one token in the network which starts from the ro o t with a node nam e 0 and
traverses all nodes in the network following a consistent order, the depth-first order.

□
T h e o re m 3.2.1 L r c ^ L y i .
Proof:

Closure: Follows from the D F T N O algorithm .

Convergence: Follows from Lemma 3.2.1.

3.2.2

□

Correctness of the Edge Labeling Phase

L e m m a 3 .2 .2 Edge labels are in local orientation (i.e., no two local edge labels can
be identical) and the D F T N O algorithm sets up a chordal sense of direction.
Proof:

Follows from the L>FTiVO algorithm and m acro Ed^eLa&eZ.
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T h e o re m 3 .2 .2 I-iV£ > L ^ o
Proof:

Closure: Follows from the D F T N O algorithm .

Convergence: Follows from Theorem 3.2.1 and Lem m a 3.2.2.

□

The following theorem follows from Theorems 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.
T h e o re m 3 .2 .3 Algorithm D F T N O is self-stabilizing.
3.2.3 Space and Time Complexity
The tim e to stabilize for the D P T N O algorithm depends on the underlying depthfirst token circulation protocol. After the token circulation protocol stabihzes, the
D F T N O takes 0 {n ) steps to stabilize.
Every node holds three variables: rjp, TTp, and M a x p. MaXp and % can hold
values in 0 , . . . , N — 1. which requires 2 x log A" bits, where N is the upper bound
of the num ber of processors in the network. TVp has Ap values, each in 1 . . . . . A — 1.
requiring Ap x log A bits. Thus, the total space complexity for the D F T N O algorithm
is 0 ( A X log A ) bits.
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CHAPTER 4

NETW ORK ORIENTATION USING SPANNING T R E E PROTOCOL
In this chapter we propose a self-stabilizing network orientation protocol th a t uses
an underl}ing spanning tree protocol to orient the network. We assume th at the
underlying spanning tree protocol determ inistically m aintains a spanning tree of the
graph.
4.1

A lgorithm S T N O

The algorithm S T N O assumes th a t a spanning tree of th e original graph is main
tained such th at the role of the nodes in the graph are classified into one of the
following three types: root, leaf and internal node. The m ain idea of the algorithm
is to assign unique labels to each node in the network and allow th e respective nodes
to assign locally unique edge labels.
The unique node labels could be in the range 0 , . . . , A — 1. For the S T N O , a
different labehng scheme is proposed, based on the weights of the subtrees for the
respective nodes in the spanning tree.

The child nodes pass on the information

regarding the num ber of nodes in the subtree rooted at it, to their parents. The
parent node controls the actual labehng of its child nodes, and allocates a range of
values to each child based on the inform ation it received from them regarding their
weights.
The proper labeling phase begins a t th e leaf nodes, which notifies its parent th at

19
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its weight is 1. Every internal or root node sums ail such weight values th a t it
receives form its child nodes, adds one to th e value (to include itself) and returns the
computed weight to its parent node. This proceeds in a bottom -up towards the root
node. Finally, the root node computes the to ta l count of all the nodes in the network
as its weight.
Once this inform ation is collected, the root initiates the actual node labeling
phase by assigning the value 0 to itself. T hen it assigns node labels to each of its
child nodes in the spanning tree, leaving appropriate gaps in th e node labels for
naming nodes in each subtree rooted at its child nodes. Thus, each internal node
effectively receives a range of values based on the weight of its subtrees. The node
then assigns the lowest value in the range as its node label and repeats the process of
allocating non-overlapping ranges of values to each of its child nodes in the spanning
tree. This proceeds top-down from the root towards the leaf, in the process aU the
nodes assigning a node label to themselves. Finally, the leaf nodes receive a single
value and assign th a t value as its node label.
The im portant criteria here is to ensure th a t there is no overlap of the range of
values th at a node receives. This criteria is m et, because the allocation is controlled
by the parent node which allocates non-overlapping sets of values to each of its child
nodes. Hence duphcate node labehng is ehm inated and the nodes have unique names
at the end of the round. Once the unique labels have been assigned the edge labeling
routine assigns locally unique edge labels to all incident edges (tree and non-tree
edges) on the nodes. This completes the process of network orientation. W ith this
general idea, the following paragraphs explain the details of the actual implementation
of the algorithm.
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A lg o rith m 4.1.2 (S T N O )
Macros

Network O rientation using Spanning Tree.

DistributCp = given := ^p: Vç € Dp{Startp[g] := given -r 1: given := g iven 4- Weightq}
Edgelabelp = {Vç € j\fp : VZ €
: 7Tp[Z] % —% m od A :: 7rp[Z] := Pp — Tjq mod N: }
CalcWeightp = {Vg G Dp ;; Weightp := 1 + YLq W eightq}

Variables
5tarÉp[ç] (g 6 Dp) G ( 1 , . . . . A — 1}.
W ezgM p (p G V ) G { 1 , . . . , A } .
(p G V ) G { 0 , . . . , N — 1 } .
7Tp[Z] (/ G Dp) G { 1 , . . . , iV — 1}.
rjp

Predicates
InvalidNodelabel{p) = {pp ^ Startup [p]}
InvalidEdgelabel{p) = {Vç G Ap : 3Z G Dp,, :: 7Tp[Z]
InvalidW eight(p) = {Vç G Dp :: Weightp ^ 1 +

Pp —p, mocZ A }
FVeiç/it,}

A c tio n s

/A

JD

::

{ F o r t h e in te r n a l p ro c e s s o rs }
/ nvalidN odelabel (p)

InvalidNodelabel{p) A InvalidEdgelabel{p)
InvalidW eight{p)

Pp : = S t a r t 4p[p];

Distributepi
Edgelabelp;
Edgelabelp:
CalcWeightp:

{ F o r t h e r o o t}
RN

RE
RW

Pp ^ 0

Pp

:= 0 A InvalidEdgelabel{p)
InvalidW eight{p)

LN

{ F o r th e le a f p ro c e s s o rs }
InvalidN odelabel (p)

LE
LW

InvalidNodelabel{p) A InvalidEdgelabel{p)
W eightp ^ 1

Pp : = 0:

DistributCp:
Edgelabelp-,
Edgelabelp-,
CalcWeightp-,

Pp := S ta r tA^[p];

Edgelabelp-,
Edgelabelp
Weightp := 1:
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Algorithm S T N O , shown in A lgorithm 4.1.2, sets up a network orientation using
the weights of th e subtrees to label th e nodes. Every processor has a variable S ta rt
which holds th e startin g index for each outgoing link from the processor. The variable
Weightp m aintains the size (or count of the nodes) of th e subtree rooted at p. rjp holds
the assigned nam e for the node and itp records the edge labels for each edge incident
on p. Each processor p maintains a set of children in th e spanning tree denoted by
Dp, maintained by the underlying spanning tree protocol. Note th at for the node
labeling we use only the tree edges th a t belong to the spanning tree, but all edges,
both the tree and non-tree edges are labeled by the edge labeling algorithm.
The predicate In va lid W eig h t is tru e if the node detects th a t its W eig h t value is
incorrect. T he node corrects the W e ig h t variable using th e C alcW eight macro. The
predicate In v a lid N odelabel is true when the node detects its name variable (p) to
be incorrect. T he predicate InvalidEdgelabel is true w hen there exists at least one
edge label in th e node th at is inconsistent with the definition of the chordal sense of
direction. In this case, the node corrects the edge labels using the macro Edgelabelp.
The macro D istributSp assigns the nam es to all the descendant nodes of node p.
Network orientation is initiated by the leaf processors which set their W eight
variable to 1. Each internal node does a summation of the W eig h t variables of aU
its descendants and its own to com pute its W eight value. This proceeds bottom -up
on the tree until th e root node com putes the W eight value from its subtrees. The
root node now initiates the naming phase in which it distributes the names to each of
its descendants according to the W e ig h t variable at each descendant. This proceeds
top-down, until th e parent of the leaf nodes assigns a nam e to the leaf nodes. Once
the leaves are nam ed, every node in th e network has a vahd node label. T hen the
node simply reads th e assigned name of its neighboring nodes and computes a chordal
sense of direction to set up the edge labeling and network orientation.
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4.1.1

Node Labeling

The node labeling is shown in Figure 4.1.1. The leaf nodes initiate the node label
ing phase, by setting its W eight variable always to 1 because the leaves do not have
any descendants (Figure 4.1.1 (i)). The parent of a leaf node, i.e., an internal node,
having its I W action enabled, corrects its W eight variable using the C alcW eight
m acro (Figure 4.1.1(ii)). This propagates to the root, which does a similar compu
tatio n to correct its W eig h t variable (Figure 4.1.1(iii)). In this configuration, for
each node p E V, the W eightp reflects the actual weight of the subtree rooted at
node p. Similar to the leaf nodes, the root writes the value 0 to its p variable, thus
initiating the actual node labeling procedure, which propagates top-down on the tree
(Figure

4.1.1 (iv)). T he root assigns the number 0 to itself, and distributes the

rem ainder of the set { 0 , . . . , A — 1} over its children, where each child receives as
m any numbers as there are nodes in its subtree (Figure 4.1.1 (v)). Each node, upon
receipt of an interval of numbers from its parent, assigns itself the smallest num ber
and distributes the rem ainder of the interval over its children in a similar m anner.
Thus when all the leaves have been assigned a name, each node in the network has a
unique p £ { 0 , . . . . A — 1} (Figure 4.1.1 (vi)).
4.1.2

Edge Labeling

Once the node names have been assigned, each node shares its name with its
neighbors to enable the edge labeling. In this particular algorithm , as soon as the
node has an assigned nam e, and detects an invahd edge label, the node computes an
edge label for every incident edge on the node th at had an invahd label. Thus, once
the node labels are consistent with the global state, the edge labels are corrected to
complete th e network orientation.
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Figure 4.1.1: Assigning names on the spanning tree of the network.
4.2

Correctness of the Network Orientation protocol S T N O

Algorithm S T N O is written on top of a self-stabihzing spanning tree protocol.
We denote the legitimacy predicate of the underlying spanning tree protocol by L s t The legitimacy predicates for the node labeling and edge labeling phase. L,\x and
L.vo^ respectively, are as follows:

= L st A S P l
Lmo

=

L^l a SP2

4.2.1

Correctness of th e Node Naming Phase

Every processor consults its descendants to calculate its weight and gets a nam e
assigned by the parent node.
L e m m a 4.2.1 A ll nodes have a unique legitimate name in 0{h) steps.
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Proof:

It takes 0 {h ) steps for the ro o t to com puter its W eight (the size of the

tree). The variable W eig h t at each node now holds the true weight of the subtree
rooted at th a t node. Starting from this confrguration, it takes another 0 {h ) steps to
assign the correct names to the nodes from the root to the leaves.

□

T h e o re m 4 .2 .1 L sT > L rN L Proof:

Closure: Follows from the S T N O algorithm.

Convergence: Follows from Lemma 4.2.1.

4.2.2

□

Correctness of th e Edge Labeling Phase

We get the following result as in Section 3.2.2.
T h e o r e m 4 .2 .2

> L^io

The following theorem follows from Theorem s 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.
T h e o r e m 4 .2 .3 Algorithm S T N O is self-stabilizing.
4.2.3 Space and Tim e Complexity
The tim e to stabihze the S T N O algorithm depends on the underlying spanning
tree construction protocol. After the spanning tree protocol stabihzes, the S T N O
takes another 0 {h ) steps to stabihze.
W eightp and ?7p, each require log A' bits, while Startp and TTp each require Ap x
log A" bits. Hence th e to tal space complexity for the S T N O protocol is 0 ( A x log A )
bits.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION
We presented two self-stabilizing algorithm s for the netw ork orientation problem.
Both algorithm s work on an asynchronous, anonymous, an d arbitrary network, thus
being apphcable for a wide range of network structures. D F T N O works on an arbi
trary netw ork and assumes an underlying depth-first token circulation protocol which
runs using a fair daemon. The algorithm takes 0 {n ) steps to stabihze after th e un
derlying token circulation protocol stabihzes. S T N O . on th e other hand, requires an
underlying protocol which m aintains a spanning tree of th e network with an unfair
daemon. T he stabihzation time for the S T N O is 0 ( h ) steps after the spanning tree
protocol has stabihzed.
T he idea behind both algorithm s is to assign unique nam es to each node in the
network followed by a simple com putation of the locaUy unique edge labels a t the
respective nodes. For this purpose, th e first algorithm uses th e token principle whereas
the second algorithm uses the weight information of the nodes in the underlying
spanning tree m aintained on th e network. An interesting observation here is th at
if the spanning tree maintained in th e S T N O is a DFS tree of the graph, th en the
nam ing could be similar for b oth algorithms, provided th e respective ordering at
individual nodes is the same.
B oth th e D F T N O and S T N O algorithm s require the sam e am ount of space which
is 0 ( A

X

log A ) bits. But, the S T N O is required to m aintain the descendants in the
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spanning tree which requires an extra space of 0 ( A x log A) bits. The D F T N O , on
the oth er hand, requires only 0 (lo g A) bits as it does not m aintain the spanning tree.
Self-stabihzing network orientation has far-reaching implications in networks. An
im portant extension of the network orientation, which has become an attractiv e area
of research in the recent years, is the Sense Of Direction (SoD). An im portant property
of SoD is th at it allows processors to refer to th e other processors by locally unique
names, which are derived from the shortest p a th between the processors and can be
translated from one processor to the other. It was shown by Flocchini et al. [FMS95]
th at in arbitrary graphs, any sense of direction has a dram atic effect on the complexity
of several im portant distributed problems hke broadcast, depth-first traversal, leader
election, and spanning tree construction. A future topic of research would be to design
self-stabihzing SoD algorithms, which m aintain a sense of direction in the network.
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